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摘要

叙述了核电厂安全参数显示系统中的安全参数选择与论证的方

法和结果.根据核电厂安全分析，将核电厂的全面安全分解成六个关

键安全功能，并严格选择了能够反映各安全功能的完整程度及其变

化原因的安全参数.从使用核电厂应急规程的角度，并用全范围核电

厂模拟器的事故演习对安全参数选择进行了论证.



SELECTION AND ‘ Q IFICATION OF SAFETY

PARAMETERS IN SAFl: . i PARAMETER DISPLAY

SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Zhang Yuangfang

(INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY TECHNOL(后Y.

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY.BEljING)

ABSTRACT

The method and results for 回fety 阳rameter selection and its verification in

回fety parameter display system of nuclear power plants are introduced. According

to 回fety analysis. the overall safety is divided into six critical safety functions. and

a certain amount of safety 阴阳meters which can represent the integrity degree of

each function and the causes of change are strictly selected. The verification of

且fety parameter selection is carried out from the view of applying the plant t"ml' r~

gency procedures and in the accident man但uvres on a full scale nuclear power plan'

simulator.
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Although the direct reason that resulte ,: in the TMl accident was th~ wwng

judgement and decision of the operators. the important reaωn which l~ th.: Dpen

tors to make wrong juJgement and decision WitS the defect in the integrated d忖IglI

of the control r∞ffi. The miserable fact is that the multitudinous alarm and in:<tru

mentation system did not work as what the designers expected that the instrum.:n

tati侃 system should help the operators make quick and correct judgements. On tilr

contrary. the operators could not know what signal was important and what was

not impartant in the 眩目n of infc'ffnation. They did not know what event (Xcurrrt.l

exactly and what they shωld do against this event. Fim·1'y they made wrong

judgements and actions one after one and caused the di姐ster of core melting of the

nuclear power plant.

The reason was f∞nd that t∞ many instruments were used and their arran~t'

ment was ioproper. They were not applicable to the surveillance of the plant s,"\ft"ty

status. O~rators coule "lot find the true reason and the extent of accidents from

the unsystematic information provided by the instruments when an accident (X"

curred.

The United Stat臼 Nuclear Regulation C回nmission put forward the conct: pt of

臼fety parameter display system (SPDS) after summarizing the lessons of TMl itC

cident. The SPDS can supply a set of dynamic critical safety parameten; that rill:

plant 坦fety status can be supervised entirely with concentrated and properly dis

tributed graph.cs. The number of the 回fety parameters should be minimum <1:; pos

sible. This purpc附 is to overcome the di回dvantages of the previous instrumentn

tion system usp.d to supervise the plant safety status and substitute it with a simple.

concentrated system which is strong in logic and is suitable to monitor the plnnt

safety status.

The concept of the SPDS pur forward by US NRC is adopted by the world.

Now. a SPDS simulation system is being developed in Beijing Nuclear Power Plnnt

Simulation Training Center of Tsinghua University.

1 BASIC PRINCIPLE FOR THE SAFETY PARAMETER SE
LECTION

Obviously. whether or not a SPDS is successful depends firstly on the selection

of safety parameters which will be displayed. Thi 'l kind of selection should include



the correct parameter types and appr唱mat~ paraml回町 n皿nher.

The safP-ty 阳rameters are selected 配cording to the following principles:

(}) AU parameters selected must be related to the plant safety.this m~ans that

the change of a parameter may rd1ect the oc:curraace. deve问xnent and end of a

o:enain kind of 配C诅ents;

(2) n.e whole set of 提leeted paramet~rs should be abk to reflttt each kind of

the 肉"吗黯'ating condition including power 甸回ation. h创 standby and cold shur

曲wn;

(3) n.e selected 阳rameters should help the 句)e(3tor事 understand fh~ nud~ar

poWB' plant safety stat四 and 姐fety extent;

(4) n.e selected parameters should help 叩~rators judge the original causes of

the railnt accidents;

(5) n.e selected parameters should h~lp 呵定rators use the em~rgenr.y operat

ing procedurl回 to process the important 配eidents.

The number of 阳rameters should be c回lpromised between the following as

peets. F让st of all. the nUD1ber of displayed 阴阳meters shωId be as adequat~ as

possible in order to: rd1ect the plant 臼fety stat田 indepmd四tly. (加raton need

not depend on or refer to other information s归tems; reflect all important accidents

entirely. The曾 include the infr吨uant accidents and limiting accidents; reflect t:~e

special problems under diffB'ent 饵>erating conditions of a nuclear power plant. such

as the different 阳ths of the core h四t removal between power operating and cold

shutdown.

Under the guidance of above principles. the displayed 阴阳meters shωId be as

less as pc:嚣sible in order that 句Jerators can judge f'8.~ly the plant saf~ty status from

the change of a minimum 阳ramet町 set and avoid the disadvantages of the multi

tudinously and improperly arranged instrum凹It 阳nel.

To solve the c∞tradiction that the 阳rameters should be less as 阳ssibl~ and

the 皿fety extent concerned by the SPDS should be as伽p and br倒d as possihie. a

hierarchical display structure is used. The di,play is divided into levels according to

the principle that the t侃al plant safety can be divided into several safety functions.

The genB'al 回fetyand四幽幽fety function can use separately a :;et of parameters

of limited number to present them simply and clearly. The operator can obtain the

most imponant parameten of the plant general 回fely (a胁时 10 parameters) and

the integrity degree of each 回fety function in a main graph. If the operator want to
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know more detailed safety sta恼， t隙臼D CaD sec由世情 third 坠叫 of t~ saf~ty dis

player喇也

2 PARAMETER SELECTION

The阳nmet霄 selection 巳 from the 惰. of the safety analysis of d:~ nuclnr

m町向Dt.

1- 1 Dhr画.. ., a N"ar pewtr PI... Sartl1 一一-SkCr侃iCaISaret1 FUIICI画幅

T1tO α剧熏陶 are included in the 向at safety:

ωToguarantee曲目fe 呵黯剖meαJDditioo: The most im阳t四t thing 巳 to

ensure that the Duclnr fuel powu 也Mity aDd the de阳rtlln from n町lute boiling

ratio CDNBR) wiD DCl晴 exceed the limitations due to distor副ion of reactivity and d~

terioratioa of thermodyumic c四世ition. Toaw泪d above PI黯回Dena， the following

........t回 should be prov讪eel:

Prop町 reactivity cootd in 饵der to 四sure react田 have enol喝lh ar咀 a口ila~

shut伽wn margin that the react四 is in • reliable subcritical COl世ition aft町目前to.

tnp;

Adequate c叫ing of reactor an. 缸Ifficimt cooIaDt inventory and c:∞bnt

伽." through the reactor ∞，re should be maintained to pre四nt cladding t~mJ黯raturt

of the n田lear fuel exc四ding thf: limitation;

sue田部fd removalof the core beltt. The removal ca阳city of the core heat

by secor由ry~oc到p must be ensured during power 饵阳ation and initial cooling stage

after re.Jetor tr~p and by the residual h臼t removal sfstem duri:ag plant cold shut

down,
Enough ∞olant invent饵y. A certain pre锚unzer level shωld be main-

tained under a n哑mal ~rating c田ldition. It must msure that the reactor core i~

floc地eel with c∞，lant in order to avoid r臼d町 core's melting due to high tempera

ture of the nuel臼r fuel even when a loss of coolant accident 由currs.

(2) To prevent radioactivit~· from leaking ωt to mvironment. Once a协ve

conditions could not be ensured , the important thing is to prevent radioactivity

fr创n leaking ω! to envir∞ment when a seriOUl' accident∞currs. For this purpose.

thr，饵 safety barriers are set up in the nuclear 阳wer plant:

The integrity of the fuel cladding. It is ensured to prevent broken pi配es of nu

dear fuel and radi值ctive materials from being released into the c∞lant through lhe

broken fuel cladding,
The integrity of the pressure boundary of the reactor c∞lant loop. It is en
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sun:d to pr~vent tne r∞L'lnt with radio画cti，，·~ mat盯i."lls from ~illg n·l~;响、i L:nhn

into the containm~nt;

The integrity of the containment. It is ensured that the radiOr"lcti,,-ity whidi

has bttn relea2d into the containment should not be relea~ further through rhe

!a.st barrier to nearby environment of the nuclear pow~r plant to avoid it亘 mJlIrm~

阳明>Ie.

Synthesizing above two 画peets. brcause there is no d:fferen~ between rh l"

C四世ition which k四ps the integrity of fuel cladding and the condition which t'n~ur~'~

the react田 CO~ C田地t吨，回Ie of the two conditions can be deletffi. Fin:lllr rotal

内nt safrty can be div陆d into six critical 坦fety functions: activit~· control. re:lctor

core c∞ling. core h臼t nmoval. coolant inventory. pR岱ure boundary integrity

and containment integrity.

2. 2 TIle Sarety h......曹缸leet" for M帽侃而吨~b Safet, Fundinn

According to the causality of plant 嗣(rty. the safety 阳rameters ran lit" l1ivicl

ed into two classes: The indicating parameters which show integrity de~rn: of ;,

certain critical 目fety function. and the m，佣itoring parameters which suJlt"rvise tIw

causes about loss of this critical 回frty function.

(1) Reactivity control

Indicating paramrters (a) neutron flux: It sh饵lid d配rease fr时n power

range to intermediate and source r~nge aαording to the requirement of the techni

cal specification in r回ult to ensure reador reliable shutdown after reactor trip; 仆~)

startup rate: The startup rate of intermediate and source range should nol Ix·

gl"9ter than zero in order to avoid neutron flux rising again after reactor trip.

Monitoring 阳rameters: (a) control rod positions; (b) boron concentra-

tion ~ (c) concentration of the fission products xenon and 回marium; (d) c(x)lanr

average temperature.

In addition. M / K. axial and radial distribution. shutdown margin obt<tined

through further calculation would reflect the reactivity control more essentiall~·.

(Z) Reactor core c∞ling

Indicating parameters (a) core exit temperature: It should be less than a

certain value to prevent the nuclear fuel power density from over high; (b) cc前)Ianf

subc∞ling: It should be higher than a certain value to avoid the DNBR exceed itll

limitation.
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Monitoring parameters (a) c∞lant cold leg temperature, (b) cαlInnt av-



er3~e temperature; (c! cα)bnt difff'rential temperature; (J > total c()<)l:tnt f!，川

through core ( operating status DE the reactor c∞lant pumps); (d pres~uriler I叭'

eI; (f> reador vessel level.

(3 > Core heat removal

Indicating parameters \: a) stearn generator (SIG) level; (b) main and

auxiliary feedwater flow; (c) residual heat rmloval (RHR) 阳mp discharge flow.

The pr句~r S/G kvel. fecdwater flow and its water re筑)lIrce should be prm:id

eel during initial stag噎 of rnctor trip and RHR flow should 1M! kept durin ,:t plant

shutdown.

Monitoring 阴阳meten (a> S/G P~re; (b) condenser vacuum; (c)

C回Klmsate storage tank level; (d) feedw副er tem~rature; (e) RHR I)ump di,.

cha~ temperature.

(4 】 Cα加nt inventory

Indicating 阳rarneters (a) pressurizer level; (b) reactor v~llevel.

The fulllevel of the reactor ve搜I and a certain level of pr臼surizer should he

kept during normal 呵:leration. It should be 归自:l attention to the fal蜻 rise of the

pre豁urizer level and development of the steam void in the reactor vessd when a

small break of c叫ant loop occurrs.

Monitoring parameters (a > charge flow; (b) letdown flow; (c) reactor

coolant pump seal return flow; (d) chemical volu~ control tank level; (e) pre:-

surizer relief tank level; (f) containment sump level.

(5) Primary loop pre四ure 以xmdary integrity

Indicating 阴阳meters c∞lant prl臼sure. The abnormal decreasing of tht"

reactor c∞lant pr，回sure often shows the loss of primary I∞p integrity.

Monitoring parameters (2) C∞lant C∞Idown rate; (b) c∞lant cold le~

temperature; (c) containment radi侃ctivity; (d) pressurizer relief tank level; (e)

secondary loop condenser and S/G blowdown radio司ctivity.

(6) Containment integrity

Indicating 阳rameters cOhtainment pressure. It should be Ie目 than the de-

sign limitation of containment pr臼sure.

Mon!toring parameten (a) containment temperatur~; (b) containmenr

radioactivity; (c) containment hydrogen concentration; (d) containment isolClrion

Status.

According to the principle of hierarchical display. a small group of pRrameter:;
.,



.hich Cln reflect the int哩rity CIqrft of 臼cl. cri自由l 捕fdyfu配tion in hig~:>t xn

sitivity are sdected from above indicati鸣 puamdus as a set of the ~ral :saf~ry

iDdicatu四I parameters of a nude缸"冒冒曲nt.

After 町罩在四Batic analysis andαm阳rison. the following eight 阴阳~t~rs or

their II1terna届四 puame阳事 are CIetamined: (a) nuclear 阴晴I' / MUtron £lux

(_hen nuclear pow町 is less than 5"h (b) pnssurizu Ie叫 /ractOl'~虫sel I~vel

(when PI'回国zer level CIr啕黯 below to 晨四); (c) α曲nt av~ tempentu陀/

rae:阳 exit temperature (.hen fon:ingαdan. recirculation is lost); (d) S/G l~v~1

I RHR pump clisd蝇rae flow (.hen re配t田 is atα温dshut伽wn);ωc叫ant PI'悟

sure; «() COIltaimnellt pressure; (g) containment I'对ioKtivity I secor由ry radi侃

tmry; (h) COOIa翩翩bc:oc矗nc·

3 VERIFICATION OF THE SELECTED SAFETY PARAME
TERS

The verificatioo is from the view of using 创~配Y 句:lUaring PI'町edur~. The

emergmc:y 创~rating p民mur噎lS a 黯t of PI"配edures with which 句:»erators can han

die various ~mergency accidents 饵cuning at any 内nt响ration time. All ~泊rarn~

ten in the emerge町 proculureωalby嘟raton to judge accident nature and to

monit町缸eident devel吗跚隙ot are related closcly to the plant safety. In addition.

四Ie of the im阳，nant 阳rpc:黯es to d臼ign a SPDS 臼 to help 明:»erato臼 take action5 to

eliminate or mitigate 缸eident cons呵回配e with emergency procedurn. So. tM

most important paramet町s involved in the emergency procedur回 can be appli~ to

verify the correctness of the 黯fety 阳ran削胃 HI配tion in the SPDS.

After the analysis of the emergency procedure formulated by W"tingh()\I~

cor阳'ation the following conclusion can be drawn:

The number of the main independent 阴阳meters involved in End Path Proc~

dURo which is used to handle urgently the design basis accidents. such as I.oe八.

MSLB. SGTR and station blackout. altogether are 12 <not including the bistable

status of plant systems). They are core exit temperature. ,cooIdown rare ( It ).

c叫ant pre削ref c∞Iant sube∞，ling. c∞Idown limitation of c∞，Iant temperalure

and prl饵剧re( * ). pressurizer level. reactor vessel level. S/G level. S/G pressure.

SIG feedwater flow and neutron flux(that n创eel with ( • ) is 8 dependent pararne

ter). All of them have been included in the list of selected safety 阳rameters.
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The num~r of th~ main lndt1knd~nt 阳ram~t~rs involved in Critical S.ddy

Function StatωTr~s and Function Restoration Procedure. which 巳 usnl to judg<:"

critical saf~ty function and to ChOOiSle a p叫Jer rest田ation procedure and :I二linn"，.

am倒nt to }Hnot including the Listablt- statωof plant systems). ~y an: nudt":t r

pow町. startup rat~ (intermediat~ and 翼地rce range). c四e ~xit temper:lture.

coolant 副k咽地mg. react田 V眉睫I 肋d. S!G 如d. S/G pressure. S/G feffiwat t.'"r

flow. coolant cooldown ra:~ ( * ).α础nt cold leg tnnpnature. c叫ant pr臼阳rr.

containment pre白山-e. CQIltainmmt radio配ti叮叮. containmmt副nap ~vd and prr.-

阳rizer level (that noted with ( * )民 a d~1曲回归ramder). AU of them ha"'t:

been included in the list of d瞻咄eted safety 阳ra~~rs.

I~ 白白山 obvi俱皿 that the sc:呵)P of the sd«ted safdy parameters is ba~ically i

dental to the sc呵Je of the main 阳ra~ters c田忧erned in the e~rgency pn)('t."

dura.

4 CHECK OF THE SELECTED SAFETY PARAMETERS

11w accident manotuvn on a full scale PWR simulator 白 u嚣d to check the :'C"

I«ted safety 阴阳m~ters. The n皿Iar 阳，wer plant training simulator can simuL-a tt'

∞π町tly various 配耐mts 饵'cumng pc:黯sibly inRaI nuclear power pL,nt. so the

simulat町 can br used to check the rarionality and exactitude of the ~，fety di~pl;\，..

parameter selection. It臼 checked if ~h accident can lJe r~flected with mort> rh;m

惆瞻黯leeted 掘fety parameters which chan~ is significant to find and di.~tin~山:oil an

acddmt from others. Above capabiliriel of each seleeted 阳rametrr were rec()fllecl

and 回timated during whole testing c四fse.

Therefore. all selected safdy 阳rameters 臼n lJe divided into (，ωr cL，5..W~ i ll"

cording to their sensitivity and corr町tness ro reflect a kind of accidents.

First. exact and sensitiv~ parameters. This kind of 阳ramet町s not only can

reflect sensibly an accident occurrence. but also can differentiate easily one an:ident

from orhers.

缸cond. sub-sensitive parameten. When a kind of accidents 由四rr. these pa

ram~ters might change. but the SCI呵Je of their chang曹 in amplitud~ or in time is not

significant to verify exactly an accident 配currence.

Third. inexact parameters. Their change can lead operators· misundentan

ding of an accident 饵currence. ~臼use the responses of thi5 kind of parameters

might be quite different during a 抽me kind of accident.

l..ast. insensitive阴阳meters. They do nor ch句nge basically following an acci
。



dent 但currence or their change are not rf>lated to the occurring accident.

For a SPDS. we should select the exact and sensitive parameters , do not select

insensitive 阳rameters {unusable} ， mus~ not select the ambiguous and inexact pa

rameters (confusable). Nevertheless , what claSl> each parameter belongs to is

changeable quite a lot for different accidents. At an acciuent a parameter may be

inexact or insensitive. but at ancther accident it may be a exact and sensitive pa

rameter. Therefore , we must seleηt th、 most suitable indicating parameters against

to 臼ch different accident.

We used the PWR nuclear power plant training simulator which has been op

erated in Beijing Nuclear Po·ver Plant Simulation Training Center of Tsinghua Uni

versity to check all the selected 阻fety parameters.

While ch∞sing simulated accident typ四 for parameters check , we considereJ

that the various accidents related to the general 回归ty and all of the critical safety

functions , accidents with different failure mechanism and special problems in dif

ferent operating conditions. Some multipled accidents were considered too.

The result of tests is shown as the following:

(}) The me副 of accidents have more than one exact and sensitive parameters

anc' some sub-sensitive parameters to reflect their status. With the aid of these pa

rameters changing trend , operator can easily find accident 臼currence. its nature

and seriousness extent. It is obvious that the capability of selected safety parame

ters set to reflec t: the plant 伺fety status is adequate.

(2) The most of selected parameters can exactly ar:d sensibly reflect a kind of

critical safety function or a kind of plant accident. It is obvious that the selected pa

rameters 配t is representative and effective , t∞·
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